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“It will be hot tonight,” said Dad. 
“Let’s sleep in a tent.”

Martha said, “But I think there 
will be a storm.”

“No,” said Dad. So they put up 
the tent.

In the night, Martha felt a drip 
on her hand. She got up and 
went out of the tent. There was 
a storm and it was raining. Her 
feet got wet.

Martha felt a scratch on her left 
leg. She bent down. It was Tip, 
the cat.

She felt a peck on her right leg. 
It was Pickles, the chicken. “Ow, 
Pickles. That hurt!” she said.
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Then she trod on a stick. It had 
a thorn on it. Her foot began 
to bleed.

“I will not sleep the rest of the night 
in the garden,” she said. “It is too 
wet and there are things that hurt 
me. I am going to get into my bed.”

Read the text, then answer the questions.

1. Dad and Martha went to sleep in a .

2. In the night, Martha felt a  on her .

3. Tip was Martha’s . Pickles was Martha’s .

4. Join the dots.

 Tip hurt Martha’s • • foot.

 Pickles hurt Martha’s • • right leg.

 The thorn hurt Martha’s • • left leg.

5. In the end, Martha went to get into her bed because 

 .
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Answers
Children should be awarded 1 mark for each 
question answered correctly.

Assessment Task A: Farm Animals 

1. Lines should be drawn to show:

 beard 

horn 

hoof

2. 

  

3. 

  

4. 

  

5. 

  in a shed

  in a pen

  with the farmer

  in a barn

Assessment Task B: Martha’s Night

1. Dad and Martha went to sleep in a tent.

2. In the night, Martha felt a drip on her hand.

3. Tip was Martha’s cat. Pickles was Martha’s 
chicken.

4. Join the dots.

 Tip hurt Martha’s  left leg

 Pickles hurt Martha’s  right leg

 The thorn hurt Martha’s  foot

5. In the end Martha went to get into her 
bed because:

 It’s too wet and there are things that hurt her.

 She couldn’t sleep.

 or something similar.

Assessment Task C: Are you New to Newts?

1. dragons

2. at night/night time 

3. They wrap each of their eggs in its 

own leaf. 

4. A young newt 

5. Answers should acknowledge that adult 
newts lay eggs and the life cycle begins 
again.

6. Answers may include: it is bigger, it has 
legs, it has a longer body, it has scales, it is 
thicker. Award marks for those suggestions 
that make sense where the children have 
looked closely at the life cycle image.
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